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Abstract. Given graphs G and H, we propose a method to implic-
itly enumerate topological-minor-embeddings of H in G using decision
diagrams. We show a useful application of our method to enumerating
subgraphs characterized by forbidden topological minors, that is, planar,
outerplanar, series-parallel, and cactus subgraphs. Computational exper-
iments show that our method can find all planar subgraphs in a given
graph at most five orders of magnitude faster than a naive backtracking-
based method.
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1 Introduction

Subgraph enumeration is a fundamental task in several areas of computer science.
Many researchers have proposed dedicated algorithms for subgraph enumeration
to solve various problems. However, the number of subgraphs can be exponen-
tially larger than the size of an input graph. In such cases, it is unrealistic to
enumerate all subgraphs explicitly. To overcome this difficulty, we focus on im-
plicit enumeration algorithms [8,10,14]. Such an algorithm constructs a decision
diagram (DD) [2,12] representing the set of subgraphs instead of explicitly enu-
merating the subgraphs. DDs are tractable representations of families of sets.
By regarding a subgraph of a graph as the subset of edges, DDs can represent
a set of (edge-induced) subgraphs. The efficiency of implicit enumeration algo-
rithms does not directly depend on the number of subgraphs but rather on the
size of the output DD [8]. The size of a DD can be much (exponentially in some
cases) smaller than the number of subgraphs, and thus, in such cases, we can
expect that the implicit algorithms will work much faster than explicit ones.
The framework to construct a DD representing a set of constrained subgraphs is
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Table 1: Relationship between graph classes and forbidden topological minors.
K4 − e is the graph obtained by removing an arbitrary edge from K4.

graph class forbidden topological minors

planar graphs K5,K3,3

outerplanar graphs K4,K2,3

series-parallel graphs K4

cactus graphs K4 − e

called frontier-based search (FBS) [8]. Recently, Kawahara et al. [9] proposed an
extension of FBS, colurful FBS (CFBS). Especially, they proposed an algorithm
to enumerate isomorphic subgraphs, that is, given graphs G and H, it constructs
a DD representing the set of subgraphs of G that are isomorphic to H.

To extend types of subgraphs that can be implicitly enumerated, we focus
on topological-minor-embeddings (TM-embeddings) [3]. A subgraph G′ of G is a
TM-embedding of H in G if G′ is isomorphic to a subdivision of H. A subdivision
of H is a graph obtained by replacing each edge in H with a path. A TM-
embedding is a generalization of an isomorphic subgraph, where each edge must
be replaced with a path with length one. An application of TM-embeddings
is forbidden topological minor characterization (FTM-characterization) [3]. For
example, a graph is planar if and only if it contains neither K5 nor K3,3 as a
topological minor [3], where Ka is the complete graph with a vertices and Kb,c

is the complete bipartite graph with the two parts of b and c vertices. Other
examples are shown in Table 1 (see [1] for details).

Our contribution. In this paper, when graphs G and H are given, we propose
an algorithm to implicitly enumerate all TM-embeddings of H in G. Using our
algorithm and some additional DD operations, we can also implicitly enumerate
subgraphs having FTM-characterizations, that is, planar, outerplanar, series-
parallel, and cactus subgraphs. Our contributions are:

– Given graphs G and H, we propose an algorithm to implicitly enumerate all
TM-embeddings of H in G. (Section 3.1)

– We propose more efficient algorithms when H is in specific graphs that are
used in FTM-characterizations of graph classes in Table 1, that is, complete
graphs, complete bipartite graphs, and K4 − e. (Section 3.2)

– Combining our algorithm with DD operations, we show how to implicitly
enumerate subgraphs having FTM-characterization, that is, planar, outer-
planar, series-parallel, and cactus subgraphs. (Section 3.3)

– We evaluate our method by computational experiments. We apply our method
to implicitly enumerating all planar subgraphs in a graph. The results show
that our method runs up to five orders of magnitude faster than a naive
backtracking-based method. (Section 4)

Our techniques. Our key contribution is to extend the algorithm for implicitly
enumerating isomorphic subgraphs [9] to TM-embeddings. We first explain the
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algorithm of Kawahara et al. [9] briefly. They reduced isomorphic subgraph enu-
meration to enumeration of “colored degree specified subgraphs”. Let us consider
K2,3 in Figure 1(a). It has the degree multiset

{
23, 32

}
, where 23 means that

there are three vertices with degree 2. The graph in Figure 1(b) has the same de-
gree multiset although it is not isomorphic to K2,3. Thus, the degree multiset is
not enough to characterize K2,3 uniquely. Let us consider the edge-colored graph
in Figure 1(c). For an edge-colored graph with k colors, we consider a colored
degree of a vertex v, that is, a k-tuple of integers such that its i-th element is the
number of color-i edges incident to v. The edge-colored graph in Figure 1(c) has
the colored-degree multiset M =

{
(3, 0), (0, 3), (1, 1)3

}
, where red and green are

respectively colors 1 and 2. Observe that every edge-colored graph with colored-
degree multiset M is isomorphic to the graph. Therefore, enumerating subgraphs
of G that are isomorphic to K2,3 is equivalent to finding all 2-colored subgraphs
of G whose degree multisets equal M and then “decolorizing” them.

In TM-embedding enumeration, the size of subgraphs we want to find is
not fixed, which makes difficult to identify the subgraphs only by a colored
degree multiset. Therefore, we extend the algorithm of Kawahara et al. in two
directions: (a) we allow some colored degrees to exist arbitrary many times and
(b) we introduce the constraint that each colored subgraph is connected. Using
such constraints, we can reduce TM-embeddings enumeration to enumerating
subgraphs satisfying the constraints. We propose a framework to enumerate
TM-embeddings based on such constraints that can be applied to every query
graph. Since the complexity of CFBS heavily depends on the number of colors
used in the constraint, we discuss how to reduce the number of colors.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Graphs and colored graphs

Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph. We define n = |V (G)| and m = |E(G)|.
Graphs G and H are isomorphic if there exists a bijection f : V (G) → V (H)
such that, for all u, v ∈ V (G), {u, v} ∈ E(G) ⇔ {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E(H). For a
positive integer k, we define [k] = {1, . . . , k}. For a positive integer c and a finite
set E, a c-colored subset over E is a c-tuple (D1, . . . , Dc) such that (a) for each
i ∈ [c], Di ⊆ E holds and (b) for all i, j ∈ [c], if i 6= j, then Di ∩ Dj = ∅. A
c-colored graph Hc is a tuple of a finite set U and a c-colored subset (D1, . . . , Dc)
over the set {{u, v} | u, v ∈ U, u 6= v}. Here, U is the vertex set and (D1, . . . , Dc)
is the colored edge set. The color-i degree of u ∈ U in Hc is the number of color-i
edges incident to u. The colored degree of u in Hc is a c-tuple (δ1, . . . , δc) of
integers, where δi is the color-i degree of u. The colored degree multiset of Hc,
which is denoted by DS(Hc), is the multiset of the colored degrees of all the
vertices in Hc. Hc is a c-colorized graph of H if the underlying graph of Hc

is isomorphic to H, where the underlying graph of Hc is a graph obtained by
ignoring the colors of the edges in Hc. A c-colored subgraph of G is a c-colored
graph whose underlying graph is isomorphic to a subgraph of G.
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(a) K2,3.

3

2

3

2 2

(b) Graph whose degree
multiset is the same as
K2,3 but is not isomorphic
to K2,3.

(3, 0)(0, 3)

(1, 1)(1, 1)(1, 1)

red
green

(c) 2-colorized graph of K2,3.

Fig. 1: Graphs and a colored graph.

2.2 Topological minors and characterizations of graphs

Subdividing an edge {u, v} of a graph H means removing the edge {u, v} from H,
introducing a new vertex w, and adding new edges {u,w} and {v, w}. If a graph is
obtained by subdividing each edge of H arbitrary times, it is a subdivision of H.
A graph F is homeomorphic to a graph H if F is isomorphic to some subdivision
of H.3 If a graph F is homeomorphic to a graph H, the original vertices of H
are the branch vertices of F and the other vertices are the subdividing vertices.
Note that the degree of a branch vertex equals the original degree in H while
the degree of a subdividing vertex is 2. (The degree of a branch vertex can be 2
when its original degree in H is 2.) For graphs G and H, H is a topological minor
(TM) of G if G contains a subgraph homeomorphic to H. A subgraph G′ of G
is a TM-embedding of H in G if G′ is homeomorphic to H. For families G and
H of graphs, G is forbidden-TM-characterized (FTM-characterized) by H when
a graph G belongs to G if and only if, for any subgraph G′ of G and H ∈ H, G′

is not homeomorphic to H. For example, the family of planar graphs is FTM-
characterized by {K5,K3,3} [11]. The same characterization goes to several graph
classes (Table 1).

2.3 Decision diagram (DD)

A (c + 1)-decision diagram ((c + 1)-DD) [9] represents a family of c-colored
subsets over a finite set. We introduce it here briefly and describe it formally in
Appendix A. Let E = {e1, . . . , em}. A (c + 1)-DD over E is a directed acyclic
graph with the unique root node4 and the two terminal nodes > and ⊥. Nodes
other than the terminal nodes are the non-terminal nodes. Each non-terminal
node has a label, an integer in [m], and c+ 1 arcs. The arcs are the 0-arc, 1-arc,

3 In another definition, F is homeomorphic to H if some subdivision of F is isomorphic
to some subdivision of H. However, we allow subdividing only for H because H is
“contracted enough” when it is a forbidden topological minor, that is, H does not
contain redundant vertices with degree 2.

4 To avoid confusion, we use the terms “node” and “arc” for a (c + 1)-DD and use
“vertex” and “edge” for an input graph.
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1

2 2 2

3 3 3

>

0-arc

1-arc

2-arc

Fig. 2: 3-DD. A square is a terminal node and circles are non-terminal nodes.
An integer in a circle is the label of the node. For simplicity, we omit ⊥ and the
arcs pointing at it.

. . . , and c-arc. For each arc, the label of its tail is larger than its head if the tail
is non-terminal. In a (c+ 1)-DD, each path from the root node to > represents
a c-colored subset over E. For each path and j ≥ 1, descending the j-arc of a
non-terminal node with label i corresponds to including ei in a colored subset
as a color j element. Descending the 0-arc corresponds to excluding ei from
a colored subset. The set of such paths corresponds to the family of c-colored
subsets represented by the (c + 1)-DD. Figure 2 shows an example of a 3-DD
over a set {e1, e2, e3}. The 3-DD represents the family of the 2-colored subsets
each of which contains exactly one element for each color, that is, {({e1} , {e2}),
({e1} , {e3}), ({e2} , {e1}), ({e2} , {e3}), ({e3} , {e1}), ({e3} , {e2})}. In the rest
of the paper, Zc+1 denotes a (c + 1)-DD and

q
Zc+1

y
denotes the family of c-

colored subsets represented by Zc+1. When c = 1, we omit the superscript from
Zc+1 and write Z, that is, Z is a 2-DD.

2.4 Colorful frontier-based search (CFBS)

Colorful frontier-based search (CFBS) [9] is a framework of algorithms to con-
struct a DD representing the set of constrained subgraphs. An important appli-
cation of CFBS is the isomorphic subgraph enumeration problem. In the problem,
given two graphs, a host graph G and a query graph H, we output all subgraphs
of G that are isomorphic to H. CFBS does not explicitly enumerate subgraphs
but constructs a 2-DD representing the set of them. By regarding a subgraph of
G as the subset of E(G), 2-DD can represent a set of (edge-induced) subgraphs.

The crux of CFBS is to identify the query graph by a colored degree multiset.

Definition 1 (profile). A multiset M of c-colored degrees is a profile of H if
the following are equivalent:

– A graph F is isomorphic to H.
– There exists a c-colorized graph F c of F that satisfies the constraint CM ,

where CM is a function from c-colored graphs to {0, 1} such that CM (F c) =
1⇔ DS(F c) = M .
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For example, for K2,3 in Figure 1(a),
{

(3, 0), (0, 3), (1, 1)3
}

is a profile as shown
in Figure 1(c). In the following, Gc(C) denotes the family of c-colored subgraphs
of G that satisfy the constraint C. G(H) denotes the family of subgraphs of
G that are isomorphic to H. Zc+1(C) and Z(H) respectively denote the (c +
1)-DD representing Gc(C) and the 2-DD representing G(H). The framework of
algorithms for implicit isomorphic subgraph enumeration based on CFBS is as
follows:

1. Find a profile M of H. Let c be the number of the colors used in M .
2. Construct Zc+1(CM ).
3. By decolorizing Zc+1(CM ), we obtain Z(H).

Here, for a family Fc of c-colored subsets, its decolorization is the family F ={⋃
i∈[c]Di

∣∣∣ (D1, . . . , Dc) ∈ Fc
}

, that is, the family obtained by ignoring the

colors from Fc. For DDs, the decolorization of the (c + 1)-DD representing Fc
is the 2-DD representing F . We can decolorize a DD by a recursive operation
utilizing the recursive structure of the DD [9]. To construct a DD efficiently,
CFBS uses dynamic programming. The i-th frontier Fi is the set of vertices
incident to both the edges in {e1, . . . , ei−1} and {ei, . . . , em}. CFBS constructs
a DD in a breadth-first manner from the root node and merges two nodes with
the same label and states with respect to the frontier. See [9] for details.

CFBS can deal with every finite query graph H in isomorphic subgraph
enumeration if we use |E(H)| colors [9]. However, since the complexity of CFBS
exponentially depends on the number of colors [9], it is important to find a profile
with as few colors as possible. The following theorem states that, for every graph
H, it suffices to use τ(H) colors, where τ(H) is the minimum size of vertex covers
of H. For a graph H, a subset S ⊆ V (H) is a vertex cover of H if, for every
edge e ∈ E(H), at least one of its endpoints belongs to S. A star is a graph
isomorphic to K1,a for some positive integer a.

Theorem 1 ([5]). Let H be a graph and Hc be a c-colored graph of H such
that, for every i ∈ [c], the subgraph of Hc induced by color-i edges is isomorphic
to a star. A graph F is isomorphic to H if and only if there exists a c-colored
graph F c of F such that DS(F c) = DS(Hc). It follows that, for every H, there
is a profile using τ(H)-colored degrees.

3 Algorithms

Proofs of the theorems in this section are shown in Appendix C.

3.1 Implicit enumeration of TM-embeddings

Given graphs G and H, we propose an algorithm to construct the 2-DD Z(Ĥ)
representing the set of all TM-embeddings of H in G. In the following, S(H)
denotes the family of subdivisions of H. In an algorithm to enumerate isomorphic
subgraphs based on existing CFBS, finding a profile of H is essential. However,
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as for TM-embeddings, since S(H) is an infinite set, it seems difficult to identify
S(H) with a single colored degree multiset. Therefore, we define an extended
profile for an infinite family S(H) by extending a profile for a graph H.

Let ∆c =
{−−→
δ〈i〉

∣∣∣ i ∈ [c]
}

, where
−−→
δ〈i〉 = (δ1, . . . , δc), δi = 2, j 6= i⇒ δj = 0.

Definition 2 (extended profile). Let c be a positive integer. A multiset M of
c-colored degrees is an extended profile of S(H) if the following are equivalent:

– A graph F belongs to S(H).
– There exists a c-colorized graph F c of F that satisfies the constraint C∗M ,

where C∗M (F c) = 1 if and only if (a) DS(F c) is obtained by adding an ar-
bitrary number of elements (allowing duplication) of ∆c to M and (b) each
colored subgraph of F c is connected.

Our method of implicit TM-embedding enumeration is written as follows:

1. Find an extended profile M of S(H). Let c be the number of colors in M .
2. Construct Zc+1(C∗M ).

3. By decolorizing Zc+1(C∗M ), we obtain Z(Ĥ).

Decolorization in Step 3 can be done in the same way as existing CFBS. To
construct Zc+1(C∗M ) in Step 2, we add the constraints “there are an arbitrary
number of vertices whose degrees are in ∆c” and “each colored subgraph is con-
nected” to existing CFBS. In fact, we propose an algorithm for a more general
problem. For a multiset s and a set t of c-colored degrees, let Cts be the corre-
sponding constraint where we replace ∆c by t in the definition of C∗s . In other
words, for each δ ∈ s, the number of δ in a subgraph must equal its multiplicity
in s. In addition, there can be an arbitrary number of vertices whose colored
degrees are in t. Given s and t, we propose an algorithm to construct a DD
Zc+1(Cts). We show pseudocode in Appendix B.

To assess the efficiency of algorithms based on CFBS, it is usual to analyze
the width of the output DD [13,14]. The width of a DD is the maximum number
of nodes with the same label. It is a measure of both the size of the DD and the
time complexity to construct the DD. Let w = maxi∈[m] |Fi|. N denotes the set
of non-negative integers. For a c-tuple δ, δi denotes the i-th element of δ. For
c-tuples δ and γ of integers, we define δ ≤ γ if, for all i ∈ [c], δi ≤ γi holds.
When δ ≤ γ, we say that δ is dominated by γ. For a multiset s and a set t of
c-tuples, s ∪ t denotes the set of tuples that appear in s or t. (When a tuple
is contained in s, its multiplicity is ignored in s ∪ t.) For a set M of c-colored
degrees, D (M) denotes the set of tuples in Nc that are dominated by a tuple in
M , that is, D (M) = {χ ∈ Nc | ∃δ ∈M,χ ≤ δ}. For δ ∈ s, the multiplicity of δ
in s is denoted by s(δ).

Theorem 2. Given a multiset s and a set t of c-colored degrees, there is an
algorithm to construct a DD Zc+1(Cts) with width

2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1). (1)
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The theorem shows that the complexity of the algorithm mainly depends on w
and c. Although w is determined by the host graph G, we can reduce the value
of c by finding an extended profile of the query graph H using as few colors as
possible. We discuss how to find such an extended profile for general H in the
rest of this subsection and for specific graphs in the right column in Table 1 in
the next subsection.

We discuss the complexity for general H. We assume that H has at least two
vertices. Similarly to CFBS for isomorphic subgraph enumeration, we show that
there is an extended profile for every graph H using |E(H)| and τ(H) colors.
Recall that τ(H) is the minimum size of vertex covers of H. Although the latter
is better in most cases, we show both theorems for comparison.

Theorem 3. For a graph H, let H |E(H)| be a |E(H)|-colorized graph obtained
by coloring the edges of H with distinct colors. Then, M = DS(H |E(H)|) is an
extended profile of S(H). There is an algorithm to construct a DD Z|E(H)|+1(C∗M )
with width

2O(|E(H)|w logw)+|V (H)|
(

2|E(H)| + |E(H)|
)w

. (2)

Theorem 4. For a graph H, let Hτ(H) be a τ(H)-colorized graph whose each
colored subgraph is isomorphic to a star and the set of the centers is a minimum
vertex cover of H. Then, M = DS(Hτ(H)) is an extended profile of S(H). There
is an algorithm to construct a DD Zτ(H)+1(C∗M ) with width

2O(τ(H)w logw)+|V (H)|
(

2τ(H)τ(H)
)w

. (3)

3.2 Constraints for forbidden topological minors

We derive specific extended profiles for the subdivisions of the graphs in the
right column of Table 1: complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, and K4−e.
While the results for complete bipartite graphs and K4 − e follow directly from
Theorem 4, we can reduce one color for complete graphs. In the following, we
discuss complete bipartite graphs first, which is easier than complete graphs.

Theorem 5. Let a, b (a ≤ b) be positive integers. A multiset Ma,b = M1
a,b∪M2

a,b

consisting of a-colored degrees is an extended profile of S(Ka,b), where

M1
a,b =

{
(δ1, . . . , δa)

∣∣∣∣ ∃i ∈ [a], δi = b,
j 6= i⇒ δj = 0

}
, M2

a,b =

(1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

)b

 . (4)

There is an algorithm to construct a DD Za+1(C∗Ma,b
) with width

2O(aw logw)(2a + ab)w(b+ 1). (5)

Figure 3(a) shows a representation of a subdivision of K3,3 based on Theorem 5.
Next, we consider the subdivisions of complete graphs. Since the size of a

minimum vertex cover of Ka is a− 1, there exists an extended profile of S(Ka)
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(3, 0, 0) (0, 3, 0) (0, 0, 3)

(1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1)

red
green

blue

(a) Representation of a subdivision of K3,3

based on Theorem 5.

(0, 3, 1)

(0, 0, 4)

(2, 1, 1)

(2, 1, 1) (2, 1, 1)

(b) Representation of a subdivision of K5

based on Theorem 6.

Fig. 3: Representations of subdivisions of K3,3 and K5. In each figure, a filled
and non-filled vertex represent a branch and subdividing vertex, respectively. A
tuple beside a vertex means the colored degree of the vertex.

with a−1 colors by Theorem 4. The extended profile is obtained by decomposing
Ka into K1,1,K1,2, . . . , and K1,a−1 and coloring the subgraphs with distinct
colors. In this coloring, if we color K1,2 with the same color as K1,1, the obtained
subgraph is K3. We show that the colored degree multiset obtained from this
coloring is also an extended profile of S(Ka).

Theorem 6. Let a ≥ 3 be an integer. A multiset Ma−2 = M1
a−2 ∪M2

a−2 con-
sisting of (a− 2)-colored degrees is an extended profile of S(Ka), where

M1
a−2 =

(2, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−3

)
3

 ,M2
a−2 =

(δ1, . . . , δa−2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃i ∈ {2, . . . , a− 2} ,
j < i⇒ δj = 0,
δi = i+ 1,
j > i⇒ δj = 1

 . (6)

There is an algorithm to construct a DD Za−1(C∗Ma
) with width

2O(aw logw)
(
3 · 2a−2 − a

)w
. (7)

Figure 3(b) shows a representation of a subdivision of K5 based on Theorem 6.

3.3 Enumerating subgraphs having FTM-characterizations

We show how to implicitly enumerate subgraphs having FTM-characterization.
We combine DD operations with our algorithm to implicitly enumerate TM-
embeddings. Union [12] is a function whose inputs are two 2-DDs Z1 and Z2

and output is the 2-DD representing JZ1K∪ JZ2K. NonSupset [10] is a function
whose input is a 2-DD Z over a finite set E and output is the 2-DD representing
the family

{
A ⊆ 2E

∣∣ ∀B ∈ JZK , A 6⊇ B
}

. G(Ĥ) denotes the set of subgraphs of

G that are homeomorphic to H and Z(Ĥ) denotes the 2-DD representing G(Ĥ).
The following algorithm constructs the 2-DD representing the set of subgraphs
of G that is FTM-characterized by H.
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1. Initialize a 2-DD Zsubd by the 2-DD representing the empty set.
2. Choose an arbitrary graph H from H and remove it from H.
3. Update Zsubd by Union(Zsubd,Z(Ĥ)).
4. If H is not empty, go back to Step 2. If empty, go on to Step 5.
5. We obtain the final 2-DD Zans by NonSupset(Zsubd).

For example, let us consider the case where we want to implicitly enumer-
ate all planar subgraphs of G. In this case, H is {K5,K3,3}. We construct

Z(K̂5) and Z(K̂3,3) and take their union, which is Zsubd. Now Zsubd repre-
sents the set of all subgraphs of G that are homeomorphic to K5 or K3,3.
Zans = NonSupset(Zsubd) represents the family of all subgraphs of G that is
FTM-characterized by H = {K5,K3,3}. Therefore, Zans represents the family of
all planar subgraphs of G. Other types of subgraphs such as outerplanar, series-
parallel, and cactus subgraphs can be implicitly enumerated only by changing
H according to Table 1.

4 Computational experiments

4.1 Settings

We conducted two experiments. First, we compared several methods to enumer-
ate planar subgraphs. Second, we applied our framework to enumerate all types
of subgraphs in Table 1. We show the second results in Appendix F. For input
graphs, we used complete graphs Kn and 3 × b king graphs X3,b as synthetic
data. X3,b is a graph obtained by, to the 3 × b grid graph, adding diagonal
edges in all the cycles with length four. As real data, we used Rome graph5,
which is often used in studies on graph drawing. We implemented all the code
in C++ and compiled them by g++5.4.0 with -O3 option. To handle DDs, we
used TdZdd [7] and SAPPORO BDD inside Graphillion [6]. We used a machine
with Intel Xenon E5-2637 v3 CPU and 1 TB RAM. For each case, we set the
timeout to one day.

4.2 Comparing several methods to enumerate planar subgraphs

We compare the following three methods for planar subgraph enumeration.

– Backtrack: It explicitly enumerates subgraphs based on backtracking. The
details are described in Appendix E.

– DDEdge: It implicitly enumerates subgraphs using DDs. It uses |E(H)|
colors based on Theorem 3. In other words, it uses ten colors for S(K5) and
nine colors for S(K3,3).

– DDVertex: It implicitly enumerates subgraphs using DDs. It uses τ(H)
colors based on Theorems 4–6. In other words, it uses three colors both for
S(K5) and S(K3,3).

5 http://www.graphdrawing.org/data.html

http://www.graphdrawing.org/data.html
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As a subroutine of Backtrack, we used a planarity test in C++ Boost6. For
fairness, Backtrack does not output solutions but only counts the number
of solutions. DDEdge and DDVertex construct DDs representing the set of
solutions. Once a DD is constructed, we can count the number of solutions in
linear time to the number of nodes in the DD [10].

Table 2 shows the experimental results. In all the cases, all the methods
output the same number of solutions. Among the three methods, DDVertex
ran fastest except for K6. Backtrack finished in a day only when the number
of solutions is small (less than 109). Although DDEdge solved more instances
than Backtrack, it ran out of memory when the size of input or the number of
solutions grows. In contrast, DDVertex succeeded even for such instances. For
example, for X3,4, DDVertex is 122,544 and 187 times faster than Backtrack
and DDEdge. In addition, for X3,500, DDVertex succeeded in implicitly enu-
merating 7.95× 101349 planar subgraphs only in 405.04 seconds (less than seven
minutes). These results demonstrate the outstanding efficiency of DDVertex.

5 Conclusion

Given graphs G and H, we have proposed a method to implicitly enumerate
topological-minor-embeddings of H in G using decision diagrams. We also have
shown a useful application of our method to enumerating subgraphs character-
ized by forbidden topological minors, that is, planar, outerplanar, series-parallel,
and cactus subgraphs. Computational experiments show that our method can
find all planar subgraphs up to 122,544 times faster than a naive backtracking-
based method and could solve more problems than the backtracking-based method.
Future work is extending our method from topological minors to general minors.
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A Formal description of decision diagrams

Let E be a finite set consisting of m elements e1, . . . , em. A (c+ 1)-DD over E
is a rooted directed acyclic graph Zc+1 = (N,A, `), where N is the set of nodes,
A ⊆ {(α, β) | α, β ∈ N,α 6= β} is the set of (directed) arcs, and ` : N → [m+ 1]
is a labeling function for nodes. To avoid confusion, we use the terms “node”
and “arc” for a (c+ 1)-DD and use “vertex” and “edge” for an input graph. In
addition, we represent a node of a (c + 1)-DD using the Greek alphabet (e.g.,
α, β) and a vertex of a graph using the English alphabet (e.g., u, v). There is
an exactly one root node ρ(Zc+1) in N whose indegree is zero. In addition, N
has exactly two terminal nodes ⊥ and > whose outdegrees are zero. Nodes other
than the terminal nodes are called non-terminal nodes. Each node has the label
`(α) ∈ [m+ 1]. If α is a non-terminal node, its label is an integer in [m]. If α is
a terminal node, its label is m+ 1. Each non-terminal node α has exactly c+ 1
arcs emanating from α. The arcs are called the 0-arc, 1-arc, . . . , and c-arc of α.
For an integer j ∈ {0, . . . , c}, αj denotes the node pointed at by the j-arc of α.
For each non-terminal node α, `(αj) = `(α) + 1 or `(αj) = m + 1 holds. That
is, αj is the node whose label is one more than that of α or a terminal node. It
follows that Zc+1 does not contain a directed cycle.

In a (c + 1)-DD, each directed path π corresponds to a c-colored subset
JπK = (B1, . . . , Bc) over E, where, for each j ∈ [c],

Bj =
{
e`(β)

∣∣ π contains the j-th arc of β
}
. (8)

A (c+ 1)-DD Zc+1 represents the family

q
Zc+1

y
=
{
JπK

∣∣ π is a directed path from ρ(Zc+1) to >
}

(9)

of c-colored subsets. Figure 2 shows an example of a 3-DD over a set {e1, e2, e3}.
The 3-DD represents the family of the 2-colored subsets that each contains ex-
actly one element for each color, that is, {({e1} , {e2}), ({e1} , {e3}), ({e2} , {e1}),
({e2} , {e3}), ({e3} , {e1}), ({e3} , {e2})}.

B Details of our algorithm

In this section, we discuss the detail of our algorithm. Kawahara et al. [9] pro-
posed an algorithm to construct a (c + 1)-DD representing the set of c-colored
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Algorithm 1: Constructing the (c+ 1)-DD

input : a multiset s and a set t of c-colored degrees
output : a (c+ 1)-DD

1 let deg← [][] (an empty associative array), dn[δ]← 0 for all δ ∈ s,
comp[j′]← {{}} for all j′ ∈ [c], and done[j′]← False for all j′ ∈ [c];

2 construct a root node ρ with a configuration (deg, dn, comp, done);
3 let N1 ← {ρ}, Ni ← ∅ for i ∈ {2, . . . ,m} and Nm+1 ← {>,⊥};
4 for i = 1, . . . ,m do
5 for α ∈ Ni do
6 for j = 0, . . . , c do
7 αj ← Child(α, j);
8 if αj /∈ Ni+1 ∪Nm+1 then
9 add a new node αj with label i+ 1 to Ni+1;

10 let αj be the j-child of α;

11 return the (c+ 1)-DD consisting of nodes of N1, . . . , Nm+1;

subgraphs whose colored degree multiset coincides to a given multiset s. We
extend the algorithm to deal with connectivities of each colored subgraph and
colored degrees that are allowed to exist arbitrary many. The algorithm of Kawa-
hara et al. defines configuration as a tuple of two arrays deg and dn. The first
array deg is an array of colored degrees of the vertices in the frontier. For a
vertex v and an integer j′ ∈ [c], deg[v] and deg[v][j′] respectively denotes the
colored degree of v and the color-j′ degree of v. The second array dn is an array
of the numbers of fixed vertices having each colored degree in s. For a colored
degree δ ∈ s, dn[δ] denotes the number of fixed vertices having colored degree δ.

We propose an algorithm to the following problem: Given s and t, construct
a DD Zc+1(Cts). To solve the problem, we extend the configurations of the al-
gorithm of Kawahara et al. by two new arrays comp and done. The array comp

manages the connectivity of vertices in the frontier in each colored subgraph.
For color j′ ∈ [c], comp[j′] is a partition of the frontier such that two vertices
u, v are connected if and only if they are contained in the same set in comp[j′].
The another array done holds flags that which colored subgraphs are completed.
For color j′ ∈ [c], done[j′] = True if and only if connected color-j′ subgraph
is completed. We associate (deg, dn, comp, done) as a configuration with each
node. Pseudocode is shown in Algorithms 1 and 2. Algorithm 1 initializes the
configurations of the root node and constructs a DD based on the framework
of FBS. The subroutine Child is a function whose inputs are a node α and an
integer j ∈ {0, . . . , c} and output is αj . It is shown in Algorithm 2. The correct-
ness of our extention immedietly follows from the algorithms for connectivity in
ordinary FBS [15].
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C Proofs omitted from Section 3

We show the proofs omitted from Section 3. For Theorems 3–6, there is two
parts in the proofs: correctness of extended profiles and widths of the output
DDs. The titles of the paragraphs indicate them.

C.1 Proof of Theorem 2

For a vertex v, the number of different values for deg[v] is at most |D (s ∪ t)|.
Since the frontier has at most w vertices, the number of deg is at most |D (s ∪ t)|w.
For a colored degree δ ∈ s, the value of dn[δ] is in {0, . . . , s(δ)}. Therefore, the
number of different values for dn is

∏
δ∈s(s(δ) + 1). For each color j′ ∈ [c], comp

maintains the partition of w vertices in the frontier. Thus, the number of differ-
ent values for comp is

(
2O(w logw)

)c
= 2O(cw logw). For each color j′ ∈ [c], done[j′]

is either True or False, and thus the number of different values for done is 2c.
Taking a product of all the numbers,

|D (s ∪ t)|w ·

(∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1)

)
· 2O(cw logw) · 2c (10)

= 2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1). (11)

C.2 Proof of Theorem 3

Extended profile. Observe that a subdivision of a graph H is obtained by replac-
ing each of its edges by a path with length one or more. Let us color the paths
with distinct colors. The colored degree multiset of the colorized graph, with
the constraint “each colored subgraph is connected,” suffices to ensure that the
graph is homeomorphic to H. Each colored subgraph must be a path because
there are two vertices with degree 1 and an arbitrary number of vertices with
degree 2 and is connected. In addition, two paths with different colors i and
j share their endpoints if and only if there is a vertex whose both color-i and
color-j degrees are both 1. Therefore, for every graph H, we can identify S(H)
by the constraints with |E(H)| colors.

Width. We derive the width in (??) from (??). Now c = |E(H)|, t = ∆|E(H)|, and
all the tuples in s are dominated by (1, . . . , 1) because at least one edge with each
color incidents to a vertex. Thus, D (s ∪ t) = D ({(1, . . . , 1})) ∪ D

(
∆|E(H)|) =

D ({(1, . . . , 1}))∪∆|E(H)|. SinceD ({(1, . . . , 1)}) and∆|E(H)| are disjoint, |D (s ∪ t)| =
|D ({(1, . . . , 1)})|+

∣∣∆|E(H)|
∣∣ = 2|E(H)| + |E(H)|. In addition,

∏
δ∈s(s(δ) + 1) ≤

2|V (H)| because there are at most |V (H)| different tuples in s. Based on the
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above discussion,

2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1) (12)

≤ 2O(|E(H)|w logw)
(

2|E(H)| + |E(H)|
)w

2|V (H)| (13)

= 2O(|E(H)|w logw)+|V (H)|
(

2|E(H)| + |E(H)|
)w

. (14)

C.3 Proof of Theorem 4

Extended profile. Let F be a graph that is homeomorphic to H. Each edge in
F is associated with an edge in H. If an edge e in F is associated with an edge
e′ in H and e′ has the color i in Hτ(H), we color e with i in F . The obtained
τ(H)-colorized graph of F satisfies (a) and (b) in Definition 2.

Let F be a graph and F c be a c-colorized graph of F such that it satisfies
(a) and (b) in Definition 2. First, we show that, in F c, each colored subgraph
is homeomorphic to a star. For each integer i in [c], let Mi be the multiset of
degrees of vertices in the color-i subgraph of F c. By (a) in Definition 2, the
multiset Mi satisfies one of the following:

1. Mi =
{

12, 2∗
}

, where 2∗ means there are an arbitrary number (perhaps zero)
of vertices with degree 2, or

2. Mi =
{
x1, 1x, 2∗

}
for an integer x ≥ 3.

If Mi =
{

12, 2∗
}

, together with (b) in Definition 2, the color-i subgraph of F c

is a path. Thus, it is homeomorphic to K1,1. Note that it is also homeomorphic
to K1,2 if Mi contains at least one vertex with degree 2. If Mi =

{
x1, 1x, 2∗

}
for

an integer x ≥ 3, together with (b) in Definition 2, the color-i subgraph of F c

is isomorphic to K1,x. For each color i ∈ [c], we process the color-i subgraph of
F c as follows:

– If Mi =
{
x1, 1x, 2∗

}
for an integer x ≥ 3, we smooth all the vertices with

degree 2, where smoothing a vertex v with degree 2 means removing vertex
v and edges incident to it and connecting two vertices that were adjacent
with v by a new edge.

– If Mi =
{

12, 2∗
}

, we check DS(Hτ(H)). If DS(Hτ(H)) contains a vertex
with color-i degree 2 (note that there exists at most one such vertex in
DS(Hτ(H))), we smooth all the vertices but one with degree 2. If not, we
smooth all the vertices with degree 2.

Let Ic be the c-colorized graph obtained by the above procedure and I be its
underlying graph. In Ic, each colored subgraph is isomorphic to a star and
DS(Ic) = DS(Hc). Therefore, by Theorem 1, the graph I is isomorphic to H.
Since F is obtained by inserting smoothed vertices into edges in I, the graph F
is a subdivision of I. It follows that F is homeomorphic to H.
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Width. Now c = τ(H) and t = ∆τ(H). Since each colored subgraph of Hτ(H)

is a star, every colored degree χ in DS(Hτ(H)) satisfies that there exist at most
one color i such that χi exceeds 1. Therefore,

D (s ∪ t) ⊆
{

(χ1, . . . , χτ(H)) ∈ Nτ(H)

∣∣∣∣ ∃i ∈ [τ(H)], χi ≤ |V (H)| − 1,
j 6= i⇒ χj ≤ 1

}
(15)

Note that |V (H)|−1 is an upper bound of the maximum degree of H. From (??),
we obtain |D (s ∪ t)| ≤ 2τ(H)τ(H). Combining the above with

∏
δ∈s(s(δ) + 1) ≤

2|V (H)|, we obtain

2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1) (16)

≤ 2O(τ(H)w logw)
(

2τ(H)τ(H)
)w

2|V (H)| (17)

= 2O(τ(H)w logw)+|V (H)|
(

2τ(H)τ(H)
)w

. (18)

C.4 Proof of Theorem 5

Extended profile. Let A and B be the parts of Ka,b (a ≤ b) consisting of a
and b vertices, respectively. The set A is a minimum vertex cover of Ka,b. Let
us decompose Ka,b into a stars such that their centers are A and the leaves
are B. We color the stars with distinct colors from [a]. In the colorized graph,
the multisets of colored degrees of the vertices in A and B are M1

a,b and M2
a,b,

respectively. By Theorem 4, M = M1
a,b ∪M2

a,b is an extended profile of S(Ka,b).

Width. Now c = a, s = Ma,b, and t = ∆a. Since D (s ∪ t) = D
(
M1
a,b

)
∪

D
(
M2
a,b

)
∪D (∆a) = D

(
M1
a,b

)
∪D

(
M2
a,b

)
, we obtain |D (s ∪ t)| ≤

∣∣∣D (M1
a,b

)∣∣∣+∣∣∣D (M2
a,b

)∣∣∣ = ab + 2a = 2a + ab. Combining the above with
∏
δ∈s(s(δ) + 1) =

2a(b+ 1),

2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1) (19)

≤ 2O(aw logw) (2a + ab)
w

2a(b+ 1) (20)

= 2O(aw logw) (2a + ab)
w
. (21)

C.5 Proof of Theorem 6

If a graph F is homeomorphic to a graph H, the original vertices of H are the
branch vertices of F and the other vertices are the subdividing vertices. Note that
the degree of a branch vertex equals the original degree in H while the degree
of a subdividing vertex is 2. (The degree of a branch vertex can be 2 when its
original degree in H is 2.)
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Extended profile. Let us decompose a subdivision F of Ka into subdivisions of
K3,K1,3, . . . , and K1,a−1 so that their centers and leaves are the branch vertices
of F and color them with distinct colors. We denote the colorized graph by J .
J is an (a− 2)-colored graph and the multiset of colored degrees of the branch
vertices in J is Ma−2 = M1

a−2∪M2
a−2, where M1

a−2 and M2
a−2 are the multisets of

the colored degrees of (three arbitrarily chosen) branch vertices of a subdivision
of K3 and the centers of the subdivisions of the stars, respectively. Therefore, J
satisfies the constraint C∗M , where M is Ma−2.

We show that the converse is true by induction. When a = 3, for a graph F ,
assume that there exists a 3−2 = 1-colorized graph F 1 satisfying the constraint
C∗M , where M = M1. Since F1 has an arbitrary number of vertices of degree 2
and is connected, F1 is a cycle, that is, a subdivision of K3. Next, for an integer
a ≥ 3, assume that “For a graph I, if there exists an (a− 2)-colored graph Ia−2

satisfying the constraint C∗M , where M = Ma−2, I belongs to S(Ka)” is true. For
a graph F , assume that there exists an (a−1)-colored graph F a−1 satisfying the
constraint C∗M ′ , where M ′ = Ma−1. Among the colored degree multiset of F a−1,
the part of colors from 1 to a−2 is Ma−2 plus an arbitrary number of elements of
∆a−2. Therefore, by the assumption, the underlying graph of the colored graph
from color 1 to a − 2 in F a−1 forms a subdivision of Ka. The remaining part,
the color-(a−1) subgraph of F a−1, has one vertex with degree a, a vertices with
degree 1, and an arbitrary number of vertices with degree 2 and is connected.
Therefore, the color-(a − 1) subgraph of F a−1 forms a subdivision of K1,a. As
for its center, its color-(a − 1) degree is a and the degrees of the other colors
are 0. As for its leaves, their color-(a − 1) degrees are 1. If the colored degree
of a leaf belongs to M1

a−1, it is a branch vertex of K3. Otherwise, δi = i + 1
implies that it is the center of a subdivision of K1,i+1. Therefore, F a−1 is a
graph obtained by merging the branch vertices of a subdivision of Ka and the
leaves of a subdivision of K1,a. It follows that the underlying graph of F a−1 is
homeomorphic to Ka+1.

Width. Now c = a − 2, s = Ma−2, and t = ∆a−2. For D (s ∪ t), the following
holds:

D (s ∪ t) = D
(
M1
a−2
)
∪ D

(
M2
a−2
)
∪ D

(
∆a−2) (22)

= D

(1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2

)


 ∪

(δ1, . . . , δa−2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃i ∈ [a− 2],
j < i⇒ δj = 0,
2 ≤ δi ≤ i+ 1,
j > i⇒ δj = 1

 (23)

= 2a−2 +

a−2∑
i=1

(
i · 2a−2−i

)
(24)

= 2a−2 + (2a−1 − a) (25)

= 3 · 2a−2 − a. (26)
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In addition,
∏
δ∈s(s(δ) + 1) = (3 + 1) · (1 + 1)a−3 = 2a−1 holds. Thus, we obtain

2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1) (27)

≤ 2O((a−2)w logw)
(
3 · 2a−2 − a

)w
2a−1 (28)

= 2O(aw logw)
(
3 · 2a−2 − a

)w
. (29)

D Extended profile of S(K4 − e)

Recall that K4 − e is the graph obtained by removing an arbitrary edge from
K4.

Theorem 7. A multiset M =
{

(3, 0), (1, 2), (1, 1)2
}

of 2-colored degrees is an
extended profile of S(K4 − e). There is an algorithm to construct a DD repre-
senting Z3(C∗M ) with width 2O(w logw).

Proof. Let K4 − e = ({a, b, c, d} , {{a, b} , {a, c} , {a, d} , {c, b} , {c, d}}). The set
{a, c} of vertices is a minimum vertex cover of the graph. We color the star with
edges {a, b}, {a, c}, and {a, d} by red (color 1) and that with {c, b} and {c, d}
by green (color 2). The colored degree multiset of the colorized graph is M .
By Theorem 4, M is an extended profile of S(K4 − e). We obtain the width as
follows:

2O(cw logw) |D (s ∪ t)|w
∏
δ∈s

(s(δ) + 1) (30)

= 2O(2w logw) · 8w · (2 · 2 · 3) (31)

= 2O(w logw). (32)

E Details of backtracking-based method

In this section, we show the details of an algorithm to explicitly enumerate planar
subgraphs based on backtracking, which we used in Section 4. Pseudocode is
given in Algorithm 3. Given a graph G, we first call Main(G) (Line 1). It calls
a subfunction Rec. Its inputs are a graph G, a subset of edges S, the index
of the edge that should be processed next. If i = |E(G)| + 1, we have found a
solution, planar subgraph, and thus we output it (Line 3). Otherwise, we guess
whether ei is adopted for a solution of not. We always call Rec(G,S, i + 1)
because S is a planar subgraph. In contrast, we call Rec(G,S ∪{ei} , i+ 1) only
if G[S ∪ {ei}] is planar. Since planar graphs are closed under taking subgraphs,
the algorithm correctly outputs all the planar subgraphs. The algorithm runs
a planarity test O(|E(G)|) times for each solution. Since a planarity test can
be done in O(|V (G)|) time [4], the time complexity of the algorithm is O(N ·
|E(G)| · |V (G)|), where N is the number of solutions.
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(c) Rome graph.

Fig. 4: Results of applying our framework to enumerate several types of sub-
graphs. For each figure, its horizontal axis shows the size of an input graph and
vertical one running time (in seconds). Note that all the vertical axes and the
horizontal axis of Figure 4(b) are logarithmic.

F Applying our framework to several types of subgraphs

In this section, we apply our framework to enumerate all types of subgraphs in
Table 1. As stated in Section 3.3, to enumerate different type of sugraphs, it is
enough to change H, the set of forbidden topological minors.

Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the results. We call an algorithm to enumerate planar
subgraphs Planar, and so on. The results for king graphs (Figure 4(b)) is easiest
to understand. We observe that Planar takes the most time because it uses
three colors while the others two colors. Among the algorithms using two colors,
Outerplanar is most time-consuming because it needs two topological minors.
The reason why Series-Parallel run faster than Cactus is that K4 has better
“regularity” than K4−e, which makes the size of the output DD smaller. Indeed,
when b = 500, the size (number of nodes) of the DD constructed by Series-
Parallel was 4, 582, 909 while that by Cactus 7, 289, 225. The similar relation
hold both for Figures 3(b) and 4(c). For rome graphs (Figure 4(c)), the time for
G8 was smaller than G6 although G8 has more edges than G6. It is because w
of G8 was smaller than that of G6.
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Algorithm 2: Child(α, i, x)

input : node α with configuration (deg, dn, comp, done) and a child number j
output : a node αj that will be the j-th child of α

1 let i← `(α) and {u1, u2} ← ei;
2 generate αj ;
3 let deg′ ← deg, dn′ ← dn, comp′ ← comp, and done′ ← done;
4 for k ∈ [2] do
5 if uk /∈ Fi then
6 deg′[uk]← (0, . . . , 0);
7 for j′ ∈ [c] such that done′[j′] = False do comp[j′]← comp[j′] ∪ {{uk}};

8 if j > 0 then
9 if done′[j] = True then return ⊥;

10 for k ∈ [2] do
11 deg′[uk][j]← deg′[uk][j] + 1;
12 if for all δ ∈ s ∪ t, deg′[uk][j] 6≤ δ then return ⊥;

13 for each k ∈ [2], let C(uk) be the set containing uk in the current comp′[j];
14 if C(u1) 6= C(u2) then
15 comp′[j]← (comp′[j] \ {C(u1), C(u2)}) ∪ {C(u1) ∪ C(u2)}

16 for j′ ∈ [c] such that done′[j′] = False do
17 let L← {C ∈ comp′[j] | C ∩ Fi+1 = ∅} and S ← comp′[j] \ L;
18 if |L| > 1 then return ⊥;
19 else if |L| = 1 then
20 if |S| > 0 then return ⊥;
21 else
22 done′[c]← True;
23 if for all j′ ∈ [c], done′[j′] = True then
24 if for all δ ∈ s, dn′[δ] = s(δ) then return >;
25 else return ⊥;

26 comp′[c]← comp′[c] \ L;

27 for k ∈ [2] do
28 if uk /∈ Fi+1 then
29 if deg′[uk] ∈ s then
30 dn′[deg′[uk]]← dn′[deg′[uk]] + 1;
31 if dn′[deg′[uk]] > s(deg′[uk]) then return ⊥;

32 else if deg′[uk] /∈ t then return ⊥;
33 let C(uk) be the set containing uk in the current comp′[j];
34 comp′ ← (comp′ \ {C(uk)}) ∪ ({C(uk) \ {uk}});

35 if i = m then return ⊥;
36 let (deg′, dn′, comp′, done′) be the configuration of αj ;
37 return α′

j ;
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Algorithm 3: Enumerating planar subgraphs based on backtracking

input : a graph G
output : all planar subgraphs in G

1 def Main(G):
2 Rec(G, ∅, 1);

3 def Rec(G,S, i):
4 if i = |E(G)|+ 1 then output S;
5 else
6 Rec(G,S, i+ 1);
7 if G[S ∪ {ei}] is planar then
8 Rec(G,S ∪ {ei} , i+ 1);
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